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This invention relates to a clamping device whereby 
_ to securely bind shoelaces against loosening. 

The invention contemplates a novel clamping device 
that is permanently engaged with the normally free ends 
of the shoelaces in a manner whereby the shoelaces when 
tightened will be securely clamped against a reverse move 
ment, and with the device being so constructed as to avoid 
the necessity of tying knots which customarily is dif?cult 
for small children and that frequently become untied due 
to the inability of the child to form the usual tight knot 
that will not become loose. 
The device further embodies a novel clamping device 

. through which the ends of the shoelaces are trained and 
with the device embodying clamping means that grip the 
shoelace in one direction yet will freely permit of its 
sliding movement and the loosening of the lace when 
shifted in an opposite direction in a simple manner. 
An object of the invention resides in providing a 

generally cylindrical slide device through which the ends 
of the shoelace are trained and .with the slide device 
being shiftable with respect to the shoelace toward and 
from the upper extremity of the shoe and with the device 
being provided with wedging surfaces and a bowed wedg 
ing spring whereby to wedge the laces against the~wedging 
surfaces when pressure is exerted in one direction and 
with the lace being readily loosened with respect to the 
wedging surfaces and the wedging spring when pulled 
in an opposite and outward direction. ' 

Novel~features of construction and operation of the 
device will be more clearly apparent during the course of 
the following description, reference being had to the 
accompanying drawings, wherein has been illustrated the 
preferred embodiments of the device and wherein like 
characters of reference are employed to denote like parts 
throughout the several ?gures. , ‘a » a‘ ‘ 

In the drawings: -_ , > 

Figure l is a perspective view of a laced shoe showing 
the invention appliedlthereto, ‘' 

Figure 2 is a plan view of a clamping slide embodied 
in‘the invention, ‘ ‘ v 

Figure‘ 3 is a side elevation‘ of the device with the 
shoelace trainedtherethrough, ‘ 

Figure 4'is a side elevation at a ‘right angle to that 
illustratedin Figure 3, . - . 4.. 

_ Figure 5v is a section‘ taken substantially on‘line 5—_5 
of Figures’, - - . 

. Figure 6 is a section taken substantially on line 6-6 
of Figure 4, . . 

Figure 7 is a bottom plan view of the device with the 
shoelace omitted, _ 

Figure 8 is a view similar to Figure 6 but illustrating a 
slightly modi?ed form of clamping spring, 

Figure 9 is a section taken on line 9——9 of Figure 8 and, 
Figure 10 is a sectional view similar to Figure 5 but 

illustrating a slightly modi?ed form of the device. ’ 
Referring speci?cally to the drawi'n‘gs,-the device em 

bodies a generally cylindrical slide 10, preferably having 
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a‘convex upper surface 11. The slide 10‘may be formed ' 

' against‘ displacement. 
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of any desirable material, such as plastic and may be 
formed in any desired color to conform generally to the 
color of the individual’s shoes. The slide 10 is provided 
with a downwardly opening chamber 12 that extends 
transversely of the body and with the chamber being ’ 
bisected by spaced-apart ribs 13. The upper surface 11 
of ‘the slide it} is slotted transversely and at a right angle 
to the chamber 12., as shown at 14. The bottom wall 
of the slot 14 terminates in downwardly- and inwardly 
inclined wedging surfaces 15 and with the slot and the 
surfaces 15 communicating with the chamber 12. The 
surfaces 15 at their lower portions are rounded to ter 
minate ?ush with the lower surface of the slide 11. The 
structure so far described is preferably formed as an 
integral unit. . ‘ 

Disposed-within the chamber 12 is a relatively closely 
packed coil spring 16 that extends for the major length 
of the chamber 12 and with its intermediate portion rest 
ing upon the ribs 13. The dimension of the chamber 12 
is such that with the spring 16 disposed therein, its 
opposite ends terminate adjacent to or against the end 
walls of the chamber. The convolutions of the spring 
normally lie closely adjacent the wedging surfaces 15 
and with the spring under normal tension, with the tend 
ency to straighten, it will be constantly biased toward the 
surfaces 15 whereby to effectively have a wedge engage 
ment with shoelaces that overlie the wedge surfaces. 
The opposite ends 17 of the shoelace extend upwardly 

between the opposite sides of the spring 16 and the 
wedging surfaces 15 and are guided toward the surfaces 
15 by the ribs 13. 
tendency to pull the shoelace ends downwardly with 
respect to the slide 10, results in the shoelace ends being 
progressively wedged between the spring and the wedg 
ing surfaces 15. Thus,'the shoelace ends will be securely 
clamped against movement in a’ direction that would 
permit the loosening of the lace within the eyelets of the 
shoe. Means are provided to relieve the-clamping action 
of the spring 16 when it is desired to loosen the lace 
sufficiently to permit the removal of the shoe, such means 
comprising a knob 18 having a link or wire 19 connected 
thereto. The wire 19 at its lower end is secure to any 
one of the convolutio-ns intermediate the ends of the 
spring. Thus, by lifting upwardly upon the knob 18, 
the spring 16 will be bowed upwardly to a greater extent, 
relieving its wedging action against the lace ends 17. It is 
also desirable that the terminal ends of the lace ends v17 
be anchored whereby to prevent unnecessary draping 
over the shoe and to anchor such ends‘of the lace,"the 
knob 18 has been apertured at spaced-apart points,-as at 
20 whereby to receive the free ends of the laces there 
through and with the terminal ends of the laces knotted 
at 21 to prevent their disengagement from the knob 18. ' 

In the use of this form of the invention, the free ends 
of the laces 17 as they project beyond the upper-most 
eyelets of the shoe, are trained, through the slide in op 
posite directions whereby each end 17 will overlie the 
respective wedged surface 15 and in contact with the 
respective side of the spring 16. It is assumed of course 
that the knob 18 and its wire 19 have been previously 
assembled with respect to the slide 10 and whereby. the 
wire 19 is securely anchored to an intermediate coil of 
the spring. The terminal ends of the lace are then'in 
serted through the apertures 20 where they are knotted 

The device is now attached to the 
lace and is ready for operation. Now when it becomes 
necessary to tighten the lace with respect to the shoe, the 
operator engages his ?ngers in the loops formed by the 
lace ends 17 and, by pulling outwardly the slide shifts 
downwardly to a point where it binds against the upper 
portion of the shoe and in this position the slide will be 
held against a reverse movement by the wedging action 

It will thus be apparent, that any 
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of the spring 16 against those portions of the lace that 
overlie the wedge surfaces 15. The lace will thus be 
securely held in the desired degree of tightness, depend 
ing upon the comfort of the user. When the lace is to be 
loosened for removal of the shoe the operator grasps the 
knob 18 and lifts it upwardly in a direction away from 
the slide 10. Such action bows the spring 16 upwardly, 
disengaging the spring from the lace ends 17 and permits 
the lace ends to slide freely through the slide 10 and at 
its maximum sliding movement, sufficient slack has been 
given to the lace that will permit of the shoe being freely 
removed. 

In that form of the invention illustrated in Figure 10, 
the shoe-lace ends 17 are trained through apertures 22 
formed in the slide .10 adjacent the terminal ends of the 
slot 14 where their ends are knotted at 23 to be reccsse' 
into countersunk openings 24. Thus the knob 18 has no 
connection with the lace. To further facilitate the pulling 
of the loops laterally as in tightening the device, rings 
25 are engaged with each loop whereby to facilitate the 
engagement of the ?ngers of the operator when the slide 
has been shifted to its maximum upward position where 
there is relatively little of the loops projecting. 

In that form of the invention illustrated in Figures 
8 and 9, the slide 10 and the knob 13 are substantially 
identical to that previously described. However’, in this 
form of the invention a ?at bowed leaf spring 26 has 
been employed that spans the chamber 12. The spring 
26 functions in substantially the same manner with respect 
to the wedged surfaces 15 as before described and effec 
tively wedges the lace ends against the wedge surfaces 
at all times to prevent the loosening of the lace. The 
wire 19 is connected to the spring 26 through a suitable 
aperture intermediate the ends of the spring whereby to 
permit the user to bow the spring upwardly to a release 
position under the in?uence of the lifting action upon 
the knob 18'. 

It will be apparent from the foregoing that a very simple 
andhighly effective clamp means has been provided 
whereby to securely hold the shoelaces in their proper 
degree of tightness. The device permits children and 
others to quickly and easily secure the laces and quickly 
and easily permits the loosening of the lace when the 
shoe is to be removed. The device is permanently at 
tached to the shoelaces and offers no impediment to a 
normal use of laced shoes. The device is easily removed 
and replaced upon other shoes as the case may require. 
The clampv is economically formed, is strong, durable and 
most desirable to aid extremely young children in secur 
ing their shoe laces and especially those incapable of 
tying the usual knots. ' 
While the device has been illustrated primarily for use 

in connectioniwith shoelaces, it will be'apparent that such 
' novel clamping means may readily be adapted as a clamp 
ing and'retaining means for other ?exible cords or tie 
devices or for limiting relative movement between the 
clamp and the ?exible cords. 

It is to be understood that the invention is not limited 
to. the precise arrangement shown but that changes are 
contemplated as readly, fall within the spirit of the inven 
tion as shall be determined by the scope of the subjoined 
claims. , 

Having described my invention, what I claim as new 
and- desire to secure by Letters Patent is: 

l. A clamping device whereby to securely maintain 
shoelaces in a predetermined degree of’tightness with 
respect to a shoe, comprising a slide device that is slid 
able jointly upon those ends of a shoelace that extend 
above a laced shoe, the slide device being ‘chambered and 
cut away to form passages for the shoelace ends, the said 
passages being’ shaped to provide opposed wedge surfaces 
over which the shoelace slides, a clamping spring dis 
posed within the, chamber at a right angle to the wedge 
surfaces and with the spring upwardly bowed, and being 
biased in a direction to simultaneously bind the shoe 
laces. against the wedge surfaces, means connected to the 
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spring device intermediate its ends whereby to addition~ 
ally bow the spring in a direction away from the wedge 
surfaces to permit of a freely sliding movement of the 
slide device with respect to the shoelaces, the free ends 
of the shoelaces being ?xedly anchored to the clamping 
device whereby to form ?nger engaging loops that serve 
to force the slide to clamping position. 

2. A clamping device for holding shoelaces in a desired 
degree of tension with respect to a shoe, comprising a 
slide device that slidably engages the ends of the shoe 
lace that extcnd above the Shoe, the slide device being 
transversely chambered and with the chamber being 
downwardly opened, the upper portion of the slide being 
transversely slotted at a right angle to the chamber and 
with the slot terminating toward the center of the slide 
in a pair of opposed and downwardly and inwardly angled 
wedging surfaces, the said slot communicating with the 
chamber and with the wedging surfaces being disposed 
upon opposite sides of the chamber, the said slot and the 
wedging surfaces constituting guide channels through 
which the shoelace ends are passed and whereby the shoe 
lace ends overlie the wedge surfaces, an upwardly bowed 
spring disposed within and for the full length of the 
chamber and with the spring being biased in a direction 
to- engage and simultaneously clamp the shoelaces against 
the wedge surfaces, means connected with the spring in 
termediate its length to additionally bow the spring in a 
direction away from the wedging surfaces whereby the 
slide may freely shift upon the shoelace in a direction 
to relieve tension upon the laced shoe and means for 
anchoring the teminal ends. of the shoelace to form ?nger 
engaging loops. 

3. The structure-according to claim 2, wherein the slide 
I is of cylindrical form and provided with a convex head, 
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the said chamber extendingv for the major width of the 
slide, the said spring having its ends in engagement with 
the end walls of the chamber to maintain the springpin a 
minimum bowed shape, means formed upon the slide and 
spanning the opening of the chamber for preventing ac 
cidental displacement of the spring and formaintaining 
the spring in its minimum bowed position and its‘ maxi 
mum clamping position, the said means also serving to 
guide the ends of the shoelace to overlying engagement 
with the wedging surfaces. , _ 

4. The structure according to claim 2, wherein the 
spring embodies aplurality of relatively close'packed 
coils, linkage‘ connected to an intermediate coil' of the 
spring and with the linkage extending upwardly above 
the upper portion of the'slide and a knob connected to 
the upper end of the linkage whereby to pull the linkage 
upwardly’ for bowing the spring upwardly in a direction 
away from the wedging surfaces and to release a clamping 
action upon the shoelaces that'overlie the surfaces. 

5. The structure according to claim 2', ‘wherein- the 
spring is a ?at leaf spring that extends for the full length 
ofgthe, chamber and with the terminal ends of'the spring 
contacting the ends of the chamber under pressurepwhere¢ 
by to impart a minimum bowing to the spring upwardly; 
cross-ribs extending across the- lower open ‘Sides of the 
chamber intermediate its length and'whereby' to limit the 
shifting of'the spring downwardly beyond‘ its predeterr 
mined minimum bowing, the spring‘ being'biased ‘in a 
direction toward ‘the wedging surfaces‘and'wherebyv its 
marginal edgeswill impart a clamping engagement upon 
the shoelaces that overlie the wedging surfaces,’ a, pull 
knob, and .a ?exible linkvbetween the knob and, the 
intermediate portion of the spring whereby to addition 
ally bow the spring upwardly ina direction‘away from 
the wedging surfaces. 7 v - 

p 6. The structure according to claim 2, wherein the 
means connected to, the, spring embodies a spherical hand 
knob and a ?exible cord that: is connected to the knob 
and with, the intermediate portion of the spring,,the> said 
knob: being, provided‘with a pair of parallel; apertures, jlthe 
free. ends. of-the‘ shoelacesbeing engaged intthe apertures 
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and anchored against displacement with respect to the 
knob, the shoelace ends When in anchored engagement 
with the knob forming ?nger engaging loops that pro 
ject above the slide. I 

7. The structure according to claim 2, wherein the slide 
is cylindrical and with its head being convex, the trans— 
verse slot having a depth corresponding to the convex 
head, the slide adjacent the outer ends of the slot being 
vertically apertured and with the apertures upon the 
bottom of the slide being countersunk, the terminal ends 
of the shoelaces being engaged in the apertures and 
knotted at their ends Within the countersinks whereby 
the ends of the shoelaces are anchored With respect to 
the slide, the anchoring of the shoelace ends causing the 
laces to form ?nger engaging loops and ?nger engaging 
rings carried by the loops. 
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